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Color evaporation induced rapidity gaps
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We show that soft color rearrangement of final states can account for the appearance of rapidity gaps
between jets. In the color evaporation model the probability to form a gap is simply determined by the color
multiplicity of the final state. This model has no free parameters and reproduces all data obtained by the ZEUS,
H1, DO” , and CDF Collaborations.

PACS number~s!: 13.87.Ce, 12.38.Aw
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I. INTRODUCTION

We show that the appearance of rapidity gaps betw
jets, observed at the DESYep, collider HERA and Fermilab
Tevatron colliders, can be explained by supplementing
string model with the idea of color evaporation, or soft col
The inclusion of soft color interactions between the dyna
cal partons, which rearranges the string structure of the
teraction, leads to a parameter-free calculation of the for
tion rate of rapidity gaps. The idea is extremely simple. As
the string model, the dynamical partons are those produ
the hard interactions and the left-over spectators. A rapi
gap occurs whenever final state partons form color sin
clusters separated in rapidity. As the partons propag
within the hadronic medium, they exchange soft gluo
which modify the string configuration. These large-distan
fluctuations are probably complex enough for the occupa
of different color states to approximately respect statist
counting. The probability to form a rapidity gap is then d
termined by the color multiplicity of the final states forme
by the dynamical partons, and nothing else. All data obtai
by ZEUS @1#, H1 @2#, DO” @3#, and Collider Detector a
Fermilab~CDF! @4# Collaborations are reproduced when th
color structure of the interactions is superimposed on
usual perturbative QCD calculation for the production
hard jets.

Rapidity gaps refer to intervals in pseudo-rapidity devo
of hadronic activity. The most simple example is the reg
between the final state protons, or its excited states, inpp
0556-2821/99/61~3!/034003~9!/$15.00 61 0340
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elastic scattering and diffractive dissociation. Such proces
were first observed in the late 1950s in cosmic ray exp
ments@5# and have been extensively studied at accelera
@6#. Attempts to describe the formation of rapidity gaps ha
concentrated on Regge theory and the Pomeron@7,8#, and on
its possible QCD incarnation in the form of a colorle
2-gluon state@9,10#.

After the observation of rapidity gaps in deep inelas
scattering~DIS!, it was suggested@11# that events with and
without rapidity gaps are identical from a partonic point
view, except for soft color interactions that, occasional
lead to a region devoid of color between final state parto
We pointed out@12# that this soft color mechanism is iden
tical to the color evaporation mechanism@13# for computing
the production rates of heavy quark pairs produced in co
singlet onium states, likeJ/c. Moreover, we also suggeste
that the soft color model could provide a description for t
production of rapidity gaps in hadronic collisions@12#.

Color evaporation assumes that quarkonium formation
a two-step process: the pair of heavy quarks is formed at
perturbative level with scaleMQ and bound into quarkonium
at the scaleLQCD ~see Fig. 1a!. Heavy quark pairs of any
color below the open flavor threshold can form a colorle
asymptotic quarkonium state provided they end up in a co
singlet configuration after the inevitable exchange of s
gluons with the final state spectator hadronic system. T
final color state of the quark pairs is not dictated by the h
QCD process, but by the fate of their color between the ti
of formation and emergence as an asymptotic state.
m
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the soft color mechanis
for ~a! quarkonium production and~b! rapidity
gap formation. We indicate in the figures th
typical scale of the hard scattering and the ha
ronization scale 1/LQCD . The soft color rear-
rangement occurs between these two disti
scales.
©1999 The American Physical Society03-1
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The success of the color evaporation model to explain
data on quarkonium production is unquestionable@14#. We
show here that the straightforward application of the co
evaporation approach to the string picture of QCD read
explains the formation of rapidity gaps between jets at
Tevatron and HERA colliders.

II. COLOR COUNTING RULES

In the color evaporation scheme for calculating quar
nium production, it is assumed that all color configuratio
of the quark pair occur with equal probability. This must
a reasonable guess because, before formation as
asymptotic state, the heavy quark pair can exchange an
nite number of long wavelength soft gluons with the ha
ronic final state system in which it is immersed. For instan
the probability that aQQ̄ pair ends up in a color singlet sta
is 1/(118) because all states in3^ 3̄58% 1 are equally
probable.

We propose that the same color counting applies to fi
state partons in highET jet production. In complete analog
with quarkonium, the production of high energy jets is
two-step process where a pair of highET partons is pertur-
batively produced at a scaleET , and hadronizes into jets at
scale of orderLQCD by stretching color strings between th
partons and spectators. The strings subsequently hadro
Rapidity gaps appear when a cluster of dynamical parto
i.e. interacting partons or spectators, form a color singlet~see
Fig. 1b!. As before, the probability for forming a color sin
glet cluster is inversely proportional to its color multiplicity

In this scenario we expect that quark-quark processes
sess a higher probability to form rapidity gaps than gluo
gluon reactions, because of their smaller color multiplici
This simple idea is at variance with the two-gluon exchan
model for producing gaps, in whichFQQ,FGG , where
FQQ(GG) is the gap probability of reactions initiated b
quark-quark~gluon-gluon! collisions. We already confronte
these diverging predictions using the Tevatron data@15#. We
analyzed the gap fraction inpp̄ collisions in terms of quark-
quark, quark-gluon, and gluon-gluon subprocesses, i.e.

Fgap5(
i j

Fi j ds i j /ds, ~1!

where i ( j ) is a quark or a gluon andds5( i j ds i j . We
found thatFQQ.FGG . This somewhat unexpected feature
the data is in line with the soft color idea.

In order to better understand the soft color idea let
consider the formation of rapidity gaps between two jets
opposite hemispheres, which happens when the interac
parton forming the jet and the accompanying remnant sys
form a color singlet. This may occur for more than one su
processN and, therefore, the gap fraction is

Fgap5
1

ds (
N

FNdsN , ~2!

where FN is the probability for gap formation in theNth

subprocess,dsN is the corresponding differential parton
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parton cross section, andds (5(NdsN) is the total cross
section. In our model, the probabilitiesFN are determined by
the color multiplicity of the state and spatial distribution
partons whiledsN is evaluated using perturbative QCD.

The soft color procedure is obvious in a specific examp
let us calculate the gap formation probability for the subp
cesses

pp̄→QVQ̄V→Q Q̄ X Y,

whereQV stands foru or d valence quark, andX ~Y! is the
diquark remnant of the proton~antiproton!. The final state is
composed of theX (3^ 3) color spectator system with rapid
ity hX51`, the Y (3̄^ 3̄) color spectator system withhY

52`, one3 parton j 1, and one3̄ parton j 2. It is the basic
assumption of the soft color scheme that by the time th
systems hadronize, any color state is equally likely. One
form a color singlet final state betweenX and j 1 since3^ 3
^ 3510% 8% 8% 1, with probability 1/27. Because of overa
color conservation, once the systemX^ j 1 is in a color sin-
glet, so is the systemY^ j 2. On the other hand, it is no
possible to form a color singlet system withj 1 andY. More-
over, to form a rapidity gap these systems (j 1^ X and j 2
^ Y) must not overlap in rapidity space. Since the expe
mental data consist of events where the two jets are in
posite hemispheres, the only additional requirements arj 1
to be in the same hemisphere asX, i.e.h1.0, andj 2 to be in
the opposite hemisphere (h1•h2,0). In this configuration,
the color strings linking the remnant and the parton in
same hemisphere will not hadronize in the region betw
the two jets. We have thus produced two jets separated
rapidity gap using the color counting rules which form t
basis of the color evaporation scheme for calculating quar
nium production.

As is clear from the above example, the application of
soft color model for rapidity gap formation requires analys
of the color multiplicity of possible partonic subprocesses.
the next sections, we apply this model to the production
rapidity gaps between jets in photoproduction at HERA a
hadronic collisions at the Tevatron, spelling out the relev
counting rules.

III. RAPIDITY GAPS AT HERA

The parton diagram for dijet photoproduction is shown
Fig. 2a. It is related to theep cross section by

sep→ j 1 j 2XY~s!5E
ymin

ymaxE
Qmin

2

Qmax
2

Fe
g~y,Q2!

3spg→ j 1 j 2XY~W! dy dQ2, ~3!

whereW is the center-of-mass energy of thepg system,y
5W2/s is the fraction of the electron momentum carried
the photon, andQ2 is the photon virtuality.Q2 ranges from
Qmin

2 5Me
2y2/(12y) to Qmax

2 which depends on the kine
matic coverage of the experimental apparatus. The distr
tion function of photons in the electron is
3-2
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FIG. 2. Kinematics for dijet photoproduction
~a! and hadroproduction~b!. The proton and its
remnants systemX move in the positive rapidity
direction.
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Fe
g~y,Q2!5

a

2py Q2 F11~12y!22
2Me

2y2

Q2 G , ~4!

where Me is the electron mass anda is the fine-structure
constant.

The pg cross section is related to the parton-parton cr
section by

spg→ j 1 j 2XY~W!5(
a,b

E E Fp
a~xa! Fg

b~xb!

3sab→p1p2
~ ŝ! dxa dxb , ~5!

whereFp
a(xa) @Fg

b(xb)# is the distribution function for parton

a @b# in the proton@photon# andAŝ5Axaxb W is the parton-
parton center-of-mass energy. For directpg reactions (b
[g), Fg

g(xb)5d(12xb). The hadronic systemX ~Y! is the
proton ~photon! remnant, andj 1(2) is the jet which is initi-
ated by the partonp1(2) . The proton is assumed to travel
the positive rapidity direction, and thet-channel momentum
squared is defined ast5(Pa2P1)2, wherePa is the momen-
tum of the partona, andP1 is the momentum of the parto
p1. The expressions for the parton-parton invariant am
tudes can be found, for instance, in Ref.@16#.

We present in Table I the irreducible decomposition
active parton systems that yield color singlet states; e.g3
^ 8515% 6% 3 is omitted. Taking into account this table,
is simple to obtain theSU(3)color representations and th
gap formation probability for all possible subprocess
These are displayed in Table II. Notice that only resolv
photon processes can produce rapidity gaps because th
no hadronic remnant associated with direct photons.

One of the features of the color configurations shown
Table II is that, for all classes of subprocesses, when a c
singlet is~not! allowed in one of the clusters, the same ha
pens for the other one. Moreover, it can happen that the c
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multiplicities are different in the two clusters. In this case t
probability for gap formation is given in our simplifie
model by the largest of the two probabilities because, o
that cluster forms a color singlet, the other cluster must do
as well by overall color conservation.

A. ZEUS results

The ZEUS Collaboration@1# has measured the formatio
of rapidity gaps between jets produced inep collisions with
0.2,y,0.85 and photon virtualityQ2,4 GeV2. Jets were
defined by a cone radius of 1.0 in the (h,f) plane, whereh
is the pseudorapidity andf is the azimuthal angle. In the
event selection, jets were required to haveET.6 GeV, to
not overlap in rapidity (Dh5uh12h2u.2), to have a mean
positionuh̄u,0.75, and to be in the regionh,2.5. The cross
sections were measured inDh bins in the range 2<Dh<4.

For the above event selection, we evaluated the dijet
ferential cross sectionds jets/dDh, which is the sum of the
direct (dsdir) and the resolved photon (ds res) cross sec-
tions. We used the GRV-LO@17# distribution function for
the proton and the GRV@18# for the photon. We fixed the
renormalization and factorization scales atmR5mF5ET/2,
and calculated the strong coupling constant for four act
flavors with LQCD5350 MeV. Our results are confronte
with the experimental data in Fig. 3a, showing that we d
scribe well both the shape and absolute normalization of
total dijet cross section. Notice that the bulk of the cro
section originates from resolved events.

Now we turn to dijet events showing a rapidity gap. W
evaluate the differential cross sectiondsgap/dDh which has
two sources of gap events: color evaporation gaps (dscem

gap)
and background gaps (dsbg

gap). In our model, the gap cros
section is the weighted sum over resolved events,

dscem
gap5(

N
FN ds res

N , ~6!
lets
TABLE I. Irreducible decomposition of relevantSU(3) representations. Only those that generate sing
are shown.

Final state color multiplicity Color singlet fraction

3^ 3̄58% 1 1/9

3^ 3^ 3510% 2(8) % 1 1/27

3^ 3̄^ 8527% 2(10) % 3(8) % 1 1/72

3^ 3^ 3^ 8535% 3(27) % 5(10) % 6(8) % 2(1) 2/216

3^ 3^ 3^ 3^ 3̄535% 3(27) % 6(10) % 8(8) % 3(1) 3/243
3-3
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with the gap probabilityFN for the different processes give
in Table II. Background gaps are formed when the region
rapidity between the jets is devoid of hadrons because
statistical fluctuation of ordinary soft particle productio
Their rate should fall exponentially as the rapidity separat
Dh between the jets increases@1#. We parametrize the back
ground gap probability as

Fbg~Dh!5eb(22Dh), ~7!

whereb is a constant. The background gap cross sectio
then written as

dsbg
gap5Fbg~Dh! ~ds jets2dscem

gap!. ~8!

TABLE II. Color multiplicities and gap probabilitiesFN for the
reactionp g→ j 1 j 2 X Y, whereX andY are respectively the proton
and the photon remnant systems.QV(S) stands for valence~sea!
quarks, and we assumed that the proton travels in the positive
pidity direction.

Subprocess j 1 j 2 X Y FN

QVQ→QQ 3 3 3̂ 3 3̄ 1/9 ; h1

QSQ→QQ 3 3 3^ 3^ 3^ 3̄ 3̄ 1/9 ; h1

Q̄SQ̄→Q̄Q̄ 3̄ 3̄ 3^ 3^ 3^ 3 3 1/9 ; h1

QVQ̄→QQ̄ 3 3̄ 3^3 3 1/9 for h1.h2

QSQ̄→QQ̄ 3 3̄ 3^ 3^ 3^ 3̄ 3 1/9 for h1.h2

Q̄SQ→Q̄Q 3̄ 3 3^ 3^ 3^ 3 3̄ 1/9 for h1.h2

QVQ̄→GG 8 8 3̂ 3 3 0

QSQ̄→GG 8 8 3^ 3^ 3^ 3̄ 3 0

Q̄SQ→GG 8 8 3̂ 3^3^3 3̄ 0

QVG→QG 3 8 3̂ 3 3^3̄ 1/27 for h1.h2

QSG→QG 3 8 3^3^3^3̄ 3^3̄ 1/72 for h1.h2

Q̄SG→Q̄G 3̄ 8 3^3^3^3 3^3̄ 1/72 for h1.h2

GQ→GQ 8 3 3̂ 3^3 3̄ 1/9 for h1.h2

GQ̄→GQ̄ 8 3̄ 3^3^3 3 1/9 for h1.h2

GG→QQ̄ 3 3̄ 3^3^3 3^3̄ 0

GG→GG 8 8 3̂ 3^3 3^3̄ 1/72 ; h1
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Notice that the jet definition used by ZEUS implies that t
gap cross section must be equal to the total dijet cross sec
at Dh52. This parametrization of the background does ta
this fact into account. Moreover, background gaps can
formed in both resolved and direct processes.

Our results are compared with the experimental data
Fig. 3~b!, where we fittedb52.9 and used the same QC
parameters of Fig. 3~a!. This value ofb agrees withb52.7
60.3 found by the ZEUS Collaboration, when they appro
mated the non-background gap fraction by a constant. As
can see from this figure, the color evaporation model
scribes very well the gap formation between jets at HERA
is noteworthy that for large values ofDh the contribution of
the background gap is negligible. In this region the data
correctly predicted by the color evaporation mechani
alone, with the probability of gap formation uniquely dete
mined by statistical counting of color states.

The gap frequencyFgap(Dh)5dsgap/ds jets is shown in
Fig. 4~a!, where we show the contributions of the col
evaporation mechanism and the background. Within
color evaporation framework we can easily predict other d
ferential distributions for the gap events, which can be u
to further test our model. As an example, we present in F
4~b! the gap frequency predicted by the color evaporat
model as a function of the jet transverse energy for la
rapidity separations (Dh.3), assuming that the backgroun
has been subtracted. There are currently no data on this
tribution.

B. H1 results

We also performed an identical analysis for the data
tained by the H1 Collaboration@2#. They used the same con
size for the jet definition (DR51), and collected events pro
duced in proton-photon reactions with center-of-mass ene
in the range 158,W,247 GeV and with photon virtuality
Q2,0.01 GeV2. They also imposed cuts on the jet
22.82,h,2.35 andET.4.5 GeV. Our results are com
pared with the preliminary experimental data in Fig. 5~a!
where we usedb52.3 to describe the background in the H
kinematic range. As before, color evaporation induces
formation with a rate compatible with observation. We sho

a-
.
FIG. 3. Differential dijet cross section as function of the rapidity between the jets:~a! all events and~b! events presenting a rapidity gap
The points with error bars represent the data obtained by the ZEUS Collaboration@1#.
3-4
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FIG. 4. Fraction of rapidity gap events as a function of~a! the gap sizeDh and ~b! the jet transverse energyET at large rapidity
separations (Dh.3). We imposed the cuts used by the ZEUS Collaboration.
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in Fig. 5~b! our predictions for the background subtract
gap frequency as a function of the jet transverse energy
large rapidity separationsDh.3.

C. Survival probability at HERA

Our computation of gap rates using color evaporation
free of parameters and therefore predicts absolute rate
well as their dependence on kinematic variables. In pract
this prediction is diffused by the necessity to introduce a g
survival probability Sp , which accounts for the fact tha
genuine gap events, as predicted by the theory, can es
experimental identification because additional partonic in
actions in the same event produce secondaries which s
the gap. Its value has been estimated for high energypp̄
interactions to be of the order of a few tens of percent. T
fact that the color evaporation calculation correctly acco
modates the absolute gap rate observed inpg collisions im-
plies thatSp51. There is a simple explanation for this valu
The dijet cross section is dominated by resolved photo
However, for resolved processes, a secondary partonic in
action which could fill the gap is unlikely because it requir
resolving the photon in 2 partons. Although this routine
happens at high energies for hadrons, it does not for phot
03400
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IV. RAPIDITY GAPS AT THE TEVATRON

The kinematics for dijet production inpp̄ collisions is
illustrated in Fig. 2~b!, where we denoted byX ~Y! the proton
~antiproton! remnant, andj 1(2) is a parton giving rise to a jet
The proton is assumed to travel in the positive rapidity
rection. The dijet production cross section is related to
parton-parton one via

spp̄→ j 1 j 2XY~s!5(
a,b

E E Fp
a~xa! Fp̄

b
~xb!

3sab→p1p2
~ ŝ! dxa dxb , ~9!

where s ( ŝ5xaxbs) is the ~subprocess! center-of-mass en
ergy squared andFp( p̄)

a(b) is the distribution function for the
parton a (b). We evaluated the dijet cross sections usi
MRS-J distribution functions@19# with renormalization and

factorization scalesmR5mF5Aŝ.
The color evaporation model prediction for the gap p

duction rates inpp̄ collisions is analogous to the one inpg
interactions, with the obvious replacement of the photon
FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 for the H1 experiment.
3-5
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TABLE III. Color multiplicities and gap probabilitiesFN for the reactionp p̄→ j 1 j 2 X Y, whereX andY
are respectively the proton and the antiproton remnant systems.QV(S) stands for valence~sea! quarks, and we
assumed that the proton travels in the positive rapidity direction.

Subprocess j 1 j 2 X Y FN

QVQS→QQ 3 3 3̂ 3 3̄^3̄^3̄^3̄ 1/27 ; h1

QSQS→QQ 3 3 3^3^3^3̄ 3̄^3̄^3̄^3̄ 1/81 ; h1

Q̄SQ̄V→Q̄Q̄ 3̄ 3̄ 3^3^3^3 3̄^3̄ 1/27 ; h1

Q̄SQ̄S→Q̄Q̄ 3̄ 3̄ 3^3^3^3 3̄^3̄^3̄^3 1/81 ; h1

QVQ̄V→QQ̄ 3 3̄ 3^3 3̄^3̄ 1/27 for h1.0

QVQ̄S→QQ̄ 3 3̄ 3^3 3̄^3̄^3̄^3 1/27 for h1.0

QSQ̄V→QQ̄ 3 3̄ 3^3^3^3̄ 3̄^3̄ 1/27 for h1.0

QSQ̄S→QQ̄ 3 3̄ 3^3^3^3̄ 3̄^3̄^3̄^3 1/81 for h1.0

Q̄SQS→Q̄Q 3̄ 3 3^3^3^3 3̄^3̄^3̄^3̄ 1/81 for h1.0

QVQ̄V→GG 8 8 3̂ 3 3̄^3̄ 0

QVQ̄S→GG 8 8 3̂ 3 3̄^3̄^3̄^3 0

QSQ̄V→GG 8 8 3^3^3^3̄ 3̄^3̄ 0

QSQ̄S→GG 8 8 3^3^3^3̄ 3̄^3̄^3̄^3 0

Q̄SQS→GG 8 8 3̂ 3^3^3 3̄^3̄^3̄^3̄ 0

QVG→QG 3 8 3̂ 3 3̄^3̄^3̄ 1/27 for h1.0

QSG→QG 3 8 3^3^3^3̄ 3̄^3̄^3̄ 1/108 forh1.0

Q̄SG→Q̄G 3̄ 8 3^3^3^3 3̄^3̄^3̄ 1/108 forh1.0

GQ̄V→GQ̄ 8 3̄ 3^3^3 3̄^3̄ 1/27 for h1.0

GQ̄S→GQ̄ 8 3̄ 3^3^3 3̄^3̄^3̄^3 1/108 forh1.0

GQS→GQ 8 3 3̂ 3^3 3̄^3̄^3̄^3̄ 1/108 forh1.0

GG→QQ̄ 3 3̄ 3^3^3 3̄^3̄^3̄ 0

GG→GG 8 8 3̂ 3^3 3̄^ 3̄^ 3̄ 1/108 ; h1
liti
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the antiproton, represented as a3̄^3̄^3̄ system. The color
subprocesses and their respective gap formation probabi
are listed in Table III.

Both experimental collaborations presented their d
with the background subtracted. The CDF Collaborat
measured the appearance of rapidity gaps at two differenpp̄

FIG. 6. Dependence of the gap frequency on the jet transv
energy as measured by the CDF Collaboration. The absolute
malization is arbitrary.
03400
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center-of-mass energies. For the data taken atAs51800
GeV, they required both jets to haveET.20 GeV, and to be
produced in opposite sides (h1•h2,0) within the region
1.8,uhu,3.5. For the lower energy data,As5630 GeV,
they required both jets to haveET.8 GeV, and to be pro-
duced in opposite sides within the regionuhu.1.8. Since the
experimental distributions are normalized to unity, on av
age, we do not need to introduce anad hoc gap survival

se
r-

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 6 for half the gap size.
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COLOR EVAPORATION INDUCED RAPIDITY GAPS PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 034003
probability. Therefore, our predictions do not exhibit a
free parameter to be adjusted, leading to a important tes
the color evaporation mechanism.

In Figs. 6, 7, and 8 we compare our predictions with t
experimental observations of the gap fraction as a functio
the jets transverse energy, their separation in rapidity,
the Bjorkenx of the colliding partons, respectively. As w
can see, the overall performance of the color evapora
model is good since it describes correctly the shape of alm
all distributions. This is an impressive result since the mo
has no free parameters to be adjusted.

The DO” Collaboration has made similar observations
As51800 GeV. They required both jets to haveET.15
GeV, to be produced in opposite sides (h1•h2,0) within
the region 1.9,uhu,4.1, and to be separated byuDhu.4.0.
In Fig. 9 our results are compared with experimental obs
vations of the dependence of the gap frequency on jet tr
verse energy, where we used a gap survival probabilitySp
530% to reproduce the absolute normalization. This is c
sistent with qualitative theoretical estimates; see the dis
sion below. As we can see, the fraction of gap events
creases with the transverse energy of the jets. This
expected once the dominant process for the rapidity gap

FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 6 for the Bjorkenx of each jet. Two
entries per event are included in the distribution.

FIG. 9. Gap fraction as a function of the jetET as measured by
the DO” Collaboration atAs51800 GeV. We used a gap surviva
probability of 30% to obtain the normalization shown.
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mation is quark-quark fusion, which becomes more imp
tant at largerET . Apart from the lowest transverse energ
bin, data and theory are in good agreement. In Fig. 10
compare our prediction for the dependence of the gap
quency with the separation between the jets. Agreemen
satisfactory although the absolute value of our predictio
for low transverse energy is somewhat higher than data
shown in Fig. 9. Finally, in Fig. 11 we show our results f
the mean value of the Bjorkenx of the events, where al
correlations between the jet transverse energy and rap
have been included. Again, the agreement between th
and data is satisfactory except for the low transverse ene
bins.

We estimated the survival probability of rapidity gap
formed atpp̄ collisions, comparing our predictions with th
values of gap fraction actually observed. Assuming that
survival probability varies only with the collision center-o
mass energy, and not with the jet’s transverse energy,
evaluated the average survival probability

Sp5
Fexpt

gap

Fcem
gap

. ~10!

FIG. 10. Gap fraction as a function of the jets rapidity sepa
tion for two different values of the jets transverse energy. The s
vival probability is the same as in Fig. 9.

FIG. 11. Gap fraction as a function of the average Bjorkenx of
the two jets for events collected in different rapidity intervals a
jet transverse energy bins. The survival probability is the same a
Fig. 9.
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TABLE IV. Gap frequencies and survival probabilities. The average survival probabilities

S̄p(1800)534.463.3% andS̄p(630)565.4612.1%. Theoretical uncertainties are not included.

As ~GeV! ET
min ~GeV! Fcem

gap ~%! Fexpt
gap ~%! Sp ~%! Fcem

gap3S̄p ~%!

1800 30 2.91 0.9460.13 ~DO” ! 32.364.5 1.0060.10
1800 20 2.49 1.1360.16~CDF! 45.466.4 0.8560.08
1800 12 2.24 0.5460.17 ~DO” ! 24.167.6 0.7760.07

630 12 2.97 1.8560.38 ~DO” ! 62.3612.8 1.9460.36
630 8 2.55 2.361.0 ~CDF! 90.2639.2 1.6760.31
e

IV

e
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t
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of
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In order to extractS̄p we combined the DO” and CDF avail-
able data at each center-of-mass energy: 630 and 1800 G
We found S̄p(1800)534.463.3% and S̄p(630)565.4
612%, a value compatible with the calculation of Ref.@20#
based on the Regge model, which yieldsSp(1800)532.6%.
For individual contributions and further details see Table
Moreover, we have thatS̄p(630)/S̄p(1800)51.960.4, which
is compatible with the theoretical expectation 2.260.2 ob-
tained in Ref.@21#.

Using the extracted values of the survival probability, w
contrasted the color evaporation model predictions for
gap fraction corrected byS̄p (Fcor

gap5Fcem
gap3S̄p) with the ex-

perimental data in Table IV. We can also compare the ra
R5Fcor

gap(630)/Fcor
gap(1800) with the experimental resul

DO” has measured this fraction for jets withET.12 GeV for
both energies, and they foundR53.461.2; we predictR
52.560.5. On the other hand, CDF measured this ratio
ing different values forET

min at 630 GeV and 1800 GeV; the
obtainedR52.060.9 while we obtainedR52.060.4 for the
same kinematical arrangement.
ys

,
n-
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V. CONCLUSION

In summary, the occurrence of rapidity gaps between h
jets can be understood by simply applying the soft color,
color evaporation, scheme for calculating quarkonium p
duction, to the conventional perturbative QCD calculation
the production of hard jets. The agreement between data
this model is impressive.
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